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Platform trials to overcome major shortcomings of traditional
clinical trials in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis? Pros and cons
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Summary

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is a condition that affects 25% of the population. Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is a
progressive form of the disease that can lead to severe complications such as cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Despite its
high prevalence, no drugs are currently approved for the treatment of NASH. The drug development pipeline in NASH is very
active, yet most assets do not progress to phase III trials and those that do reach phase III often fail to achieve the endpoints
necessary for approval by regulatory agencies. Amongst other reasons, the methodological and operational features of traditional
clinical trials in NASH might impede optimal drug development. In this regard, platform trials might be an attractive complement or
alternative to conventional clinical trials. Platform trials use a master protocol which enables evaluation of multiple investigational
medicinal products concurrently or sequentially with a single, shared control arm. Through Bayesian interim analyses, these trials
allow for early exit of drugs from the trial based on success or futility, while providing participants better chances of receiving
active compounds through adaptive randomisation. Overall, platform trials represent an alternative for patients, pharmaceutical
companies, and clinicians in the quest to accelerate the approval of pharmacologic treatments for NASH.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association for the Study of the Liver. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

The landscape of clinical trials in NASH

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a medical condition
characterised by an excessive accumulation of lipids in the liver
(i.e., hepatic steatosis) that is not related to alcohol abuse or
other secondary causes. It is a growing societal concern as it
currently affects around 25% of the general population and is
expected to affect one-third of the world population by 2030.1

Approximately 25% of those who have NAFLD develop the
progressive form of the disease, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH), which is characterised by inflammation and cell injury,
and can lead to the development of fibrosis.2 NASH is highly
prevalent in individuals with metabolic syndrome, such as those
living with type 2 diabetes or obesity. The initial stages of NASH
are asymptomatic and thus the condition can silently evolve to
cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma or liver failure.3

Despite being a prevalent condition entailing a great global
burden of disease, no pharmacological treatments have been
approved for NASH. Therefore, clinical management relies on life-
stylemodification andweight loss.3–7Althoughnodrugshavebeen
approved, there are multiple ongoing clinical trials testing an
expansivearray ofmoleculeswith variousmechanismsof action.8,9

The EU Patient-cENtric clinical tRIal pLatforms (EU-PEARL)
consortium, created under an IMI2 (Innovative Medicines Initia-
tive) project, aims to boost the use of platform trials to improve
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the efficiency of drug development, while focusing on the needs
of trial participants. One group within EU-PEARL is laying the
foundations for a platform trial for NASH. In this Expert Opinion,
we aim to discuss how platform trials might improve upon cur-
rent NASH drug development, as well as pointing out some
challenges that are particular to such trials.
Limitations of current NASH clinical trials
Despite the NASH drug pipeline being one of the most vibrant
in the current drug development landscape, a substantial pro-
portion of trials do not progress from phase II to phase III, and
most phase III trials have failed to reach their primary end-
points.10 The conduct of clinical studies in NASH poses unique
challenges (e.g., diagnosis of NASH, heterogeneity of the dis-
ease, and uncertainties regarding the monitoring of therapeutic
efficacy). Also, there are a number of intertwined reasons why
no drugs have yet achieved approval from regulatory agencies
in the US (FDA) or Europe (EMA),11 and some of these issues
could be overcome with a more uniform clinical trial design.

A major cause of inefficiency of current drug development
strategies concerns the diagnosis of NASH. Although fatty liver
disease is prevalent, there is low awareness amongst healthcare
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professionals of its progression to NASH, fibrosis and cirrhosis,
leading to the underdiagnosis of NASH in clinical practice.12

Consequently, referral pathways to liver specialists are far from
optimal in many settings. Moreover, a liver biopsy is necessary
to confirm the diagnosis and stage the disease.13 Hence, his-
tological confirmation of NASH is required in clinical trial set-
tings. This requirement accounts for a substantial proportion of
the high screening failure rates seen in NASH trials (60-70%
on average), adding complexity and extra costs. In addition,
although liver biopsy is generally safe when performed by expert
hands, it is nonetheless an invasive procedure that might be
painful and uncomfortable, and patients might refuse it. With
respect to clinical trials, individuals may be reluctant to undergo
this invasive procedure repeatedly (e.g., at the screening phase
and at end of treatment; or to repeat screening for a subsequent
trial, as biopsy results are only considered valid for 6 months),
particularly if the trial design does not offer a high likelihood of
clinical benefit.

A number of non-invasive biomarkers for NASH have been
proposed,14,15 yet they are far from perfect at diagnosing and
staging the disease. Consequently, another reason for the failure
of classical NASH clinical trials is the difficulty in assessing the
efficacy of investigational medicinal products (IMP) on the basis
of imperfect clinical endpoints. Regulatory approval is largely
based on histopathological endpoints for trials from phase IIb
onwards. Achieving such endpoints, i.e. improvement in fibrosis
without worsening of steatohepatitis and vice versa, is very
demanding and can be methodologically challenging.16,17 The
main methodological limitations of liver biopsy include two cur-
rent hindrances and one potential drawback in the short-to-
medium term. The former concern the large sampling vari-
ability and the lack of inter-observer agreement in the cross-
sectional analyses of the same liver samples, especially in
terms of ballooned hepatocyte identification.18 This might be
less of an issue in longitudinal pre- and post-treatment biopsies,
if read systematically in a homogeneous way by the same team
of pathologists, as it would have a less significant effect on the
evaluation of a certain drug’s efficacy over time. However, it
certainly affects how patients are included in or excluded from
clinical trials, as the results of histological assessment by local
pathologists frequently differ from those obtained by patholo-
gists from the trials’ central laboratory. Additionally, how the
pathological assessment is performed and the overall quality of
reading is difficult to ensure across individual trials. On the flip
side, as the group of pathologists providing services to central
laboratories is relatively small, limiting assessments to liver bi-
opsy might impede real world evaluation outside clinical trials
once drug approval occurs. In summary, the limitations associ-
ated with liver biopsy make histological efficacy endpoints
difficult to reach; hence, drugs that just halt disease progression
or have rather weak (but not necessarily insignificant) effects
may not be powerful enough to hit these stringent endpoints,
potentially leading to trial failure. Enrolling patients in NASH trials
is also complex and demanding, and the relative lack of power
necessitates large sample sizes, which altogether render the
whole process slow, costly and inefficient.

The third and main limitation is that phase III/IV NASH trials
are long-term trials requiring assessments of both histological
endpoints and clinical outcomes. Maintaining a participant in a
placebo arm for such a long period can be a serious challenge.
Since there is no drug-based standard of care for NASH,
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patients in the placebo arm only receive counselling on lifestyle
habits, yet the necessary weight loss to improve NASH (i.e.,
7–10%) is seldom achieved and very rarely maintained over the
medium term.6 Moreover, the use of drugs that have shown
promising results in early phase clinical trials, such as glucagon-
like peptide 1 receptor agonists and sodium/glucose cotrans-
porter 2 inhibitors, is becoming common amongst individuals
with NASH and type 2 diabetes mellitus but might add a po-
tential confounding effect in more advanced trials. Another po-
tential problem is that if a drug obtains regulatory approval for
NASH it should be incorporated into the trial as standard of care;
however, this cannot be done once the trial has started and, as
phase III/IV trials are very long, preventing patients allocated to
the standard of care arm from receiving a newly approved drug
for the duration of the trial would be problematic.
Platform trials as an alternative to traditional
1:1 clinical trials
Platform trials are a type of adaptive master protocol trial
(Fig. 1). Master protocols are designed to evaluate more than
one treatment in more than one patient type or disease in the
same trial.19 A master protocol encompasses the overall clin-
ical trial design components and operational aspects related to
all sub-protocols and interventional specific appendices, which
contain the information about the IMP, such as doses and
treatments, as well as background information. Indeed, master
protocols have been successfully used in oncology,20–23 Alz-
heimer’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, influenza, pneumonia,
and, more recently, in the development of strategies against
COVID-19,24,25 among others.

The main differences between traditional trials and platform
trials are shown inTable 1.Oneof themainadvantagesofplatform
trials is that there is a single, common, placebo comparator arm.
This reduces the sample size requirements for each new IMP
entering the platform and allows most trial participants to be
allocated to active rather than control arms. In addition, their
adaptive design means that arms of IMP that prove inefficacious
in interimanalysescanbediscontinued, increasing thechancesof
participants being allocated to arms testing potentially more
efficacious compounds.26 There have already been some initial
experiences with trials testing multiple interventions (single and
combinatorial drugs) in NASH compared to a single control group
by both a single pharmaceutical company27 and as a collabora-
tion between companies.28

A platform trial also has the potential to accelerate the
completion of trials and, therefore, the transition to later-stage
trials. Thus, given the potential benefits in terms of efficiency
and participants’ needs, there is a strong rationale for conducting
platform-based trials. A common benefit for participants, IMP
owners (i.e., those owning the patent of themolecule being tested
in the platform trial, usually pharmaceutical or biotechnology
companies, but potentially public and academic institutions too),
and sponsors (i.e., the institutions or individuals responsible and
liable for the platform trial) is themethodological approach used in
platform trials, usually based on Bayesian techniques.29,30 Such
an approach provides amathematically rigorous guide formaking
decisions under complex scenarios, which provides a useful
framework for determining when there is a low likelihood that an
IMPwill achieve aminimally efficacious threshold and needs tobe
discontinued from the trial early or, more often, when it can move
ary 2023. vol. 78 j 442–447 443
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Fig. 1. Master protocol types. The figure depicts three types of master protocols. (A) Umbrella trials evaluate a single disease with different subgroups to select the
optimal type of treatment for each subgroup. (B) Basket trials treat two or more diseases with common biomarker expression and use one single therapy. (C) Platform
trials have a common randomised trial structure, and their main characteristic is that subtrials involving one or several therapeutic arms can enter and exit the study
continuously based on an algorithm. Moreover, platform trials use a common control group or placebo and can last many years. When a drug is proven effective, it
becomes the new standard of care. Comparisons are conducted between each therapeutic arm and placebo/standard of care and between therapeutic arms within
each subtrial, e.g. monotherapy vs. combination therapy or various dosages of the same drug. In a platform trial for non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, besides the his-
tologic inclusion criteria in case of phase IIb trials onwards, patients will need to fulfil certain criteria regarding age, BMI and type 2 diabetes, among others; interim and
final analyses will take into account patients’ baseline characteristics and stratification will be performed for major categories.
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Table 1. Differences between traditional clinical trials and platform trials.

Traditional clinical trials Platform trials

Test a single active compound vs. control Test multiple active arms vs. a single control arm
Trial logistics to be implemented for each individual trial Ongoing platform for long-term, continuous testing
Sponsor is the IMP owner Sponsor is often an academic or non-profit organisation
All decisions made by the pharmaceutical or start-up company Governance bodies make decisions related to treatment arms
Drugs enter only at the beginning of the trial Drugs enter and exit the trial depending on interim analysis
Protocol for each trial Master protocol for all the trials and ISA for each drug

IMP, investigational medical product; ISA, interventional specific appendices.
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forward in the clinical research pipeline. These periodic interim
analyses performed during the platform trial are based on ana-
lyses where the hypothesis is tested between the treatment arms
within each subtrial vs. placebo following decision rules adopted
according to pre-specified efficacy and futility thresholds. This
reduces costs and saves time, rendering trial adaptability bene-
ficial to all stakeholders involved in the platform.

The benefits for participants in NASH platform trials are
multiple. The presence of only one control arm means a smaller
group of participants will not receive active treatment. More-
over, the more IMPs that are added to the platform, the higher
the probabilities of receiving an active treatment. Also, if an arm
is discontinued due to lack of efficacy, patients can potentially
be allocated to other arms after a wash-out period. In addition,
when a treatment is proven effective it might rapidly progress to
the next stage of development. Another advantage is the use of
a common screening platform where a participant will be
screened for the platform and, depending on which selection
criteria are fulfilled (along with participant preferences), the
chances that he or she can be included in an arm of the plat-
form trial will be greatly enhanced without having to repeat the
procedures for screening. This will optimise the screening
process and considerably increase the likelihood of a patient
being selected for one of the trials in the platform.

The sponsor of a NASH platform trial will likely be an academic
institution, consortium, or a non-profit entity. Platform trials are
nonetheless attractive to IMP owners since they increase opera-
tional efficiency due to the use of a single infrastructure, trial
design and protocol to evaluate several compounds simulta-
neously. In a platform trial, there is a centralised governance
structure that handles the various subtrials embedded in the
platform trial, including a scientific committee and data safety
monitoring committee, as well as standardised clinical, labora-
tory, biomarker or imaging assessment to reduce the start-up
time. Also, in the setup of the platform trial, there are central lab-
oratories and reading centres to increase data quality and reduce
variability. In the case of a platform trial in NASH that embeds
phase IIb trials onwards (thus requiring liver biopsy as per current
regulatory requirements), a central pathology laboratory and his-
topathology review committee will be paramount to implement a
smooth and high-quality pathway to process and homogenously
interpret liver biopsies, enhanced by artificial intelligence tools.
This is particularly relevant for reliable, reproducible and accurate
pathological reading of the screening and follow-up biopsies.13 A
central imaging committee will also review imaging reports (e.g.
MRI-based assessments of liver fat content or liver stiffness) to
provide more uniform and consistent data. Of course, it is
important to allow IMP owners access to their data but also to fire
wall data such that each shall not be able to access data from
other IMP owners.
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Last but not least, platform trials offer an opportunity to reduce
timelines and financial cost for the IMP owner. Under a platform
trialwith acommon infrastructure, personnel andmaster protocol,
each treatment arm should cost less than it would in a classical
clinical trial. IMPownershave theopportunity toaccess andutilise
a pre-existing infrastructure when new therapies enter the study.
This is in contrast with the classical trials where each new treat-
ment needs to have an independent setup for sites, patients and
all the operational activities related to the trial.
Potential shortcomings of platform trials
in NASH
The setup of a platform trial is not without challenges. Regu-
latory and operational aspects, data sharing, publishing pol-
icies and legal liability are some of the topics that can reduce
the enthusiasm of different stakeholders. Adaptability and
openness to innovation are key features of a platform trial
which are largely due to scientific decisions relying on a sci-
entific committee that will not respond to a specific IMP
owner’s priorities but rather to the cutting-edge quality stan-
dards posed by the scientific community. This might suppose,
for instance, that a NASH platform trial will, subject to valida-
tion, rapidly include non-histological biomarkers derived from
large research consortia (e.g., LITMUS31 and NIMBLE32) as
secondary endpoints or apply machine-learning/artificial intel-
ligence tools to reduce variability between liver biopsy read-
ings. However, it is unlikely that regulatory authorities will give
up histological endpoints in the foreseeable future.

Platform trials can appear complex to patients who are
familiar with the classical paradigm of participating in one trial
at a time which would usually run until completion. Some pa-
tients may feel uncomfortable with not knowing what treatment
they may be assigned to. This is why it is so important to
carefully inform patients about the implications of the setup of a
platform trial, including screening particularities and how pa-
tient preferences should be embedded in the enrolment pro-
cess. Since individuals with NASH can currently only benefit
from pharmacological interventions in the context of clinical
trials, the information, communication and participation path-
ways for patients should be periodically evaluated. Engaging
with the patient community in a platform trial may make it
more appealing.33

From the sponsor’s perspective, there are considerable
logistical challenges, including the requirement for a large clinical
network able to recruit patients for several ongoing subtrials. This
requires the involvement of a global clinical research organisation,
complex pathways of sample shipments to laboratories, the co-
ordination of various decision boards, and tackling US- and
European-specific regulatory requirements on data privacy,
ary 2023. vol. 78 j 442–447 445



sponsorship, and clinical trial regulation. Liability and overall
conduct might also be of concern since an academic institution
might not have the appropriate legal and clinical operations teams
to handle the enormous complexity of a global clinical trial. A legal
framework able to ensure that novel drugs entering the platform
trial are properly assessed and capable of optimising timelines for
contract development and intellectual property issues isessential.
The sponsor will also be responsible for ensuring that the patient-
centricity of the trial is achieved and maintained. This means that
patient representatives should be able to engage in the design of
the master protocol, participate in platform trial boards, and be
part of audits. Principal investigators with experience in NASH
might not be so enthusiastic in the initial steps of the platform trial
until the efficiency and advantages for trial participants are made
evident, because it can be expected that trial initiation and
informed consent procedures will be more complex in a platform
trial compared to a single-drug trial. We also think that in order to
be viable vs. competing traditional trials, platform trials should
align their investigator fees with those of standalone trials. It is
conceivable that the overall gain in speed and efficacy from a
platform trial vs. individual, separately conducted, trialsmight be a
strong incentive to participate for investigators committed to
NASH research. Ensuring the prior points, although most of the
activities will be outsourced, will require significant coordination
capacity and strong commitment by the institutions hosting the
platform trial headquarters.

From the IMP owners’ side, having major decisions on trial
conduct being taken by the governing board of the platform
trial may raise concerns and generate some pushback at the
initial stages. For instance, some reticence may arise regarding
the use of interim analysis based on Bayesian methods to
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decide if an arm is terminated before the trial is fully completed.
Issues regarding data ownership will be discussed and mea-
sures applied in a transparent way while ensuring data privacy
amongst IMP owners on the platform. Also, commercial and
innovation strategies might widely differ between big pharma
and small or medium biotech companies, e.g. while the latter
likely own a single IMP and might want to “fail early and cheap”,
the former might have planned the whole drug pipeline strategy
for several years and prefer to control their own data in spite of
it being more expensive and slower. Another relevant aspect to
be considered is that there is currently a race to be the first
company to obtain regulatory approval with an indication for
NASH, and this might impact the interest of IMP owners in drug
development (not specific for platform trials) in NASH once the
first drug for NASH is approved by the FDA/EMA.

Despite these potential barriers, there is enough proof-of-
concept in medical areas other than NASH showing that plat-
form trials work and are attractive for all implied stakeholders.
This sets the stage for testing them in this chronic liver disease
as well.

Conclusions
Master protocols, and particularly platform trials, are a prom-
ising tool to advance the pipeline of NASH pharmacological
treatment by ensuring faster and more efficient trials that pro-
vide consistent evidence in shorter periods than standalone
trials, allowing for a faster transition between trial phases. The
high prevalence of the disease coupled with a continuously
emerging field of new compounds are key to developing plat-
form trials, from which various stakeholders – sponsors, IMP
owners and patients – will soon benefit.
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